Sacred Covenant

“Love points the way and Law makes the way possible.”
- Ernest Holmes
Purpose: Order
Vision: Being The beLOVEd Community
Intentions:
♥ We are stable and consistent.
♥ We communicate effectively.
♥ We cultivate a culture of inclusivity and belonging.
♥ We sustain structures for engagement and support.
♥ We generously circulate time, talent and treasure.
♥ We are fully supported and abundantly prospered in
the fulfillment of these intentions.
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Covenant Prayer
There is only One Life! This Life is Good! This Life is God! This Life is my Life now! In
knowing that I am one with this Life that is God…I, therefore know that I am one with all
of Its blessed expressions, which includes this beloved revelation called
Bodhi Spiritual Center
Because I know that the highest Purpose of Bodhi is to glorify God, I therefore know
that Bodhi is a revelation of God as:
♥ Order
As I stand alone in the High Altar of Consciousness, I see Bodhi revealed before me as:
♥ being The beLOVEd Community
I participate in Bodhi in full cooperation and agreement with my beloved partners,
knowing the Truth about myself, for:
♥
♥
♥
♥
♥
♥

I am being stable and consistent.
I am communicating effectively.
I am cultivating a culture of inclusivity and belonging.
I am sustaining structures for engagement and support.
I am generously circulating time, talent and treasure.
I am being fully supported and abundantly prospered in the fulfillment of these
intentions.

I know that Bodhi is fully supported by the Word of God, for it is written:

Love points the way and Law makes the way possible. – Ernest Holmes

As I now accept the highest expression of Bodhi into my life I know that it is revealed
in a way that expresses God and serves the highest and greatest good of all who are
touched by its unfoldment. I am grateful God is Good. So be it now!
And so it is. Amen.
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